
Year 4 

Autumn Term 

English 

In English we will be studying, myths and legends,  imaginative 
stories and Fables  as well as Instruction and explanation texts and 
Performance poetry. The spelling, punctuation and grammar curriculum 
will follow the LKS2 expectations.  

RRSA Article 

You have the right to a good education.      

PSHE 

Our topics in PSHE this term are New Beginnings, Getting On and 
Falling Out. We will also be taking part in a Harvest performance, 
Friendship Week, RRSA and Global Learning activities. 

RRSA Article 

To have the right to choose your own friends, to join or set up 
groups as long as it isn’t harmful to others.  

Science 
We will establish why classification of plants and animals is important 
and classify mini-beasts. They will learn about food chains and webs as 
well as learning about environmental change. We will learn more about 
solids, liquids and states of matter. We will find out how solids and 

liquids can be separated when they become mixed and explore reversible 

changes.  

RRSA Article 

You have the right to a good education.      

P.E. 
This term we will be learning more about the skills involved in playing 
football and Badminton.  

RRSA Article 

Your education should help you develop your talents, respect other 
people and the environment.    

Computing 

During our Computing lessons, we will become software developers by 
planning and designing a game. We will also become musicians by pro-
ducing music linked to our topic.  Through these topics, we will also 
learn more about e-safety.   

RRSA Article 

The right to get safe information from different sources.  

Topic 

We will study different types of extreme weather and natural disas-
ters such as tsunamis, hurricanes and volcanos across the globe and 
the effects it has on world population.  We will make kites and com-
plete art work connected to the seasons.  

RRSA Article 
The right to be healthy – safe water, nutritious food and a clean envi-
ronment.    

R.E. 

In RE, this term, we will be studying the importance of the festival of 
Diwali for Hindus and significance of the journeys that take place in 
the Christmas story. 

RRSA Article 

You have the right to choose your religion.  

Music 

This term’s music will have a weather theme. The children will sing 
songs, listen to pieces of music and produce compositions around this 
theme. The children will also be participating in singing on a weekly 
basis.  

RRSA Article 

Your education should help you develop your talents, respect other 
people and the environment.    

French 

We will learn how to say our birthday in French.  

 

RRSA Article 

The right to your own language, culture and religion.  

Maths 

We will be studying number and place value, mental addition and sub-
traction, written addition and subtraction, problem solving, reasoning 
and algebra, mental multiplication and division, written multiplication 
and division, decimals, fractions, measurement, statistics, geometry: 
properties of shapes and position and direction. 

RRSA Article 

You have the right to a good education.      


